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InspectionEasy, Inc. announces a flagship software product for
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the production and fabrication industry called InspectionEasy™. InspectionEasy™
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provides companies substantial cost savings by reducing labor and minimizing
waste due to error. The unique feature that makes this system so revolutionary is
overlaying quality check points on actual customer drawings, and allowing data
collection to a central database during production. This simple to use system
quickly creates inspection plans, captures first article or in-process production data,
and provides “on the fly” statistics. Customer reports are generated in AS 9102,
PDF and other common formats.
Client have enjoyed remarkable cost savings and a dramatic reduction in
waste due to errors. Most production and fabrication companies will see a rapid
payback as they enjoy the cost savings and efficiency benefits.
The InspectionEasy™ software consists of two modules, the IDFCreator™
and IDF™ Poster. The IDF Creator is used for the fast and easy setup of inspection
plans. The IDF Poster is used on the production floor to capture inspection data,
through manual input or CMM and serial input measurement devices. IDF Poster
also provides “real time” statistical analysis which provides “on the fly” statistics.
IDFPoster was recently enhanced with a feature to generate “Operator Check
Lists” for operations which do not have a poster station. This also allows the end
user to add additional poster stations at a later date as budgets allow.
IDFPoster generates reports in AS 9102, PDF, and more for distribution to
customers or supervisors – either electronically or as printed reports.
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User feedback has been overwhelmingly positive because the
entire system revolves around their drawings and specifications. The system
ingests customer drawings at the outset, uses those images as data collection
points, and ultimately generates paperless reports tied directly to the customer
drawings. A system like this cements the relationship between customer and their
production facility.”
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Customers can visit the web site and see a short demonstration
video. A more comprehensive demonstration can also be arranged by visiting
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www.InspectionEasy.com.
The IDFCreator™ software module effortlessly creates inspection plans.
The program first loads customer drawings, then allows quality check points to be
superimposed on the drawings. Single or multiple phase inspection plans are
created in minutes. Variable, True-Position or Pass/Fail check points can be
established. Optical character recognition speeds the set up by capturing target
dimensions and tolerances right off the client’s drawings automatically. The
inspection plans can cover an entire production process or quickly define first article
requirements.
The IDFPoster™ software module brings paperless data capture to the
production floor. The system is very simple and easy to use for operators.
Customer drawings are employed again to provide the backdrop for each
sequenced check point. Operators post data manually or with measuring
instruments. A “Turn Green” display allows the operator to quickly move on to the
next step of their process. Live statistics also display during production keeping
quality on-track in “real-time.” Printed or fully electronic reports are generated for
customers in common formats: AS 9102, PDF and others.
The entire process, start to finish, integrates a single database with
customer drawings for paperless data collection, statistical analysis, and reports.
The entire system speeds up production, as well as minimizes errors and waste.
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Data is easily archived or transmitted to help with a host of compliance and quality
control issues.
The system is fully supported by the InspectionEasy™ team. Support
includes set up, training, and ongoing support.
For additional information, contact InspectionEasy™ toll free at 1- 866
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565-1160 ors Email: Sales@InspectionEasy.com
Editor Note: Additional information is available on our website. Hi-res color images
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are available of the software product in use for your stories.
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